Abstract. Given a set of leaf-labeled trees with identical leaf sets, the well-known Maximum Agreement SubTree (MAST) problem consists in finding a subtree homeomorphically included in all input trees and with the largest number of leaves. MAST and its variant called Maximum Compatible Tree (MCT) are of particular interest in computational biology. This article presents a linear-time approximation algorithm to solve the complement version of MAST, namely identifying the smallest set of leaves to remove from input trees to obtain isomorphic trees. We also present an O(n 2 + kn) algorithm to solve the complement version of MCT. For both problems, we thus achieve significantly lower running times than previously known algorithms. Fast running times are especially important in phylogenetics where large collections of trees are routinely produced by resampling procedures, such as the nonparametric bootstrap or Bayesian MCMC methods. 
Introduction
The evolutionary history of species is usually displayed by a tree whose leaves are labeled by current species and whose internal nodes represent hypothetical ancestors. Such trees, also called phylogenies, are inferred from primary data consisting of molecular sequences or pairwise distances between species, such as obtained from gene order data. Several inference methods are available to infer a phylogeny from a dataset. Most often, these methods lead to different phylogenies. Moreover, several datasets are usually analyzed, still increasing the number of candidate phylogenies to represent the evolutionary history of the species under study. As these phylogenies usually conflict on the position of some leaves (or species) or group of leaves, it is common practice to obtain a congruent view of the topological signal they encode by resorting to a tree consensus method. When only reliable parts of the input phylogenies are conserved (e.g., identified by a high support value obtained through a sampling process such as bootstrap or MCMC), consensus methods that produce a tree not contradicting the input phylogenies are preferred. The strict consensus [McMorris et al. 1983 ] is the most widespread consensus method satisfying this property. It has the desirable feature of being computable in linear time [BergerWolf 2004] ; however, it tends to provide trees with a poor level of information as soon as all topological conflicts are not restricted to local parts of the phylogenies. In such cases, more involved consensus methods are used, among which is the well-known Maximum Agreement SubTree (MAST) consensus. Given a set of leaf-labeled trees with identical leaf sets, the Maximum Agreement SubTree problem (MAST) consists in finding a subtree homeomorphically included in all input trees and with the largest number of leaves [Steel and Warnow 1993; Farach et al. 1995; Amir and Keselman 1997; Gupta and Nishimura 1998; Kao et al. 2001; Cole et al. 2001] . In other words, this involves selecting a largest set of input leaves such that the input trees are isomorphic, that is, agree with each other, when restricted to these leaves. Note that MAST is used to reach other practical goals in phylogenetics such as identifying horizontal gene transfers, and has numerous other applications such as comparing XML trees, or images.
The Maximum Compatible Tree problem (MCT) is a variant of MAST that is of particular interest in phylogenetics when the input trees are not binary [Hamel and Steel 1996; Hein et al. 1996; Ganapathysaravanabavan and Warnow 2001; Ganapathy and Warnow 2002] . By requiring that induced subtrees of the input trees are compatible, and not strictly isomorphic, MCT usually leads to selecting a larger set of leaves than allowed by MAST. Note that another variant of MAST has been recently proposed to build phylogenetic supertrees, where input trees have different leaf sets [Berry and Nicolas 2004] .
Unfortunately, the MAST problem is NP-hard on three rooted trees of unbounded degree [Amir and Keselman 1997] , as is MCT on two rooted trees if one of them is of unbounded degree [Hein et al. 1996] . Subquadratic algorithms have been proposed for MAST on two rooted n-leaf trees [Kao et al. 1999; Cole et al. 2001; Kao et al. 2001] . When dealing with k rooted trees, MAST can be solved in O(n d + kn 3 ) time, provided that the degree of one of the input trees is bounded by d [Farach et al. 1995; Amir and Keselman 1997; Bryant 1997] . In comparison, MCT can be solved in O(2 2kd n k ) time provided that all input trees have degree bounded by d [Ganapathysaravanabavan and Warnow 2001] . However, when the unreliable parts of the input phylogenies have been filtered prior to the consensus inference, input
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phylogenies usually contain some high-degree nodes. A possibility is then to turn to algorithms that are FPT for some parameter with a small value in practice. Following Downey et al. [1999] , Berry and Nicolas [2009] proposed an O(min{3 p kn, 2.27 p + kn 3 })-time algorithm, where the parameter p is the smallest number of leaves to be removed from the input set of leaves so that the input trees agree.
An alternative to exact algorithms, in such cases, lies in fast approximation algorithms. Several works (starting from Amir and Keselman [1997] ) proposed 3-approximation algorithms for CMAST and CMCT, where CMAST (respectively, CMCT), is the complement version of MAST (respectively, MCT), that is, aims at selecting the smallest number of leaves to be removed from the input trees in order to obtain their agreement. In practice, input trees usually agree on the position of the majority of leaves; thus, approximating CMAST and CMCT is more relevant than approximating MAST and MCT.
For CMAST, we achieve in this article O(kn), namely linear time, significantly improving on the former O(kn 4 )-time algorithm of Amir and Keselman [1997] , refined into an O(kn 3 ) algorithm in Berry and Nicolas [2004] . The improvement in the complexity results from ordering the subtrees of two compared trees such that conflicting triples of leaves are readily identified from the minimum and maximum leaves contained in a subtree. For the CMCT problem, Ganapathy and Warnow [2002] propose an O(k 2 n 2 )-time 3-approximation algorithm. We propose here an O(n 2 + kn)-time algorithm.
Definitions and Preliminaries
A rooted evolutionary tree is a tree whose leaf set L(T ) is in bijection with a label set, and whose internal nodes have at least two children. Hereafter, we only consider such trees and, without loss of generality, labels are assumed to be numbers from 1 to n. We also identify leaf nodes with their labels. The size of a tree T (denoted |T |) is the number of its leaves: |T | = |L(T )|. If u is a node of a tree T , S(u) stands for the subtree rooted at u, L(u) for the leaves of this subtree, and d
Given a set L of labels and a tree T , the restriction of T to L, denoted T |L, is the tree homeomorphic to the smallest subtree of T connecting leaves of L. Given a collection T of trees and a leaf set L, the collection T |L is {T i |L such that T i ∈ T }.
Given a collection T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k } of k trees on a common leaf set L of cardinality n, an agreement subtree of T is any tree T with leaves in L such that Figure 1) . The MAST problem consists in finding an agreement subtree of T with the largest number of leaves.
The following result states that isomorphism is invariant under leaf removal. It will be used by the approximation algorithm of Section 4 for MAST which proceeds by removing progressively leaves from input trees.
LEMMA 2.1. Let T 1 and T 2 be two isomorphic trees with leaf set L. If L ⊆ L, then T 1 |L is isomorphic to T 2 |L .
A tree T refines a tree T , if T can be obtained by collapsing some internal edges of T , (i.e., merging their extremities). More generally, a tree T refines a collection T , whenever T refines all T i 's in T . Given a collection T of k trees with identical 23:4 V. BERRY ET AL.
FIG. 1. In the tree T , a|bc is a rooted triple whereas {d, e, f } is a fan. As ab|c is a rooted triple of the tree T , the leaves a, b, c form a hard conflict. On the other hand the leaves d, e, f form a soft conflict between T and T . Removing leaf c kills all the hard conflicts between T and T and yields a maximum compatible tree (Contracting in the resulting tree the edge between the parent of d and the parent of e gives a subtree of T ). To eliminate the soft conflict on {d, e, f } one of its three leaves has to be removed, say f . So the subtree on a, b, d, e defines a maximum agreement subtree. leaf set L of cardinality n, a tree T with leaves in L is compatible with T if and only if T refines T |L(T ). If there is a tree T compatible with T such that L(T ) = L, namely, that is a common refinement of all trees in T , then the collection T is compatible. In this case, a minimum refinement T of T is a tree such that any tree T refining T also refines T (see Figure 1 ). Note that input collections considered in phylogenetics are usually not compatible. The MCT problem aims at finding a tree T compatible with T |L(T ) and having the largest number of leaves. Note that MCT is equivalent to MAST when input trees are binary. However, when input trees have some nodes with outdegree larger than 2, solving the MCT problem usually enables keeping more leaves in the output tree than MAST does, as the refinement relation is weaker than the isomorphism relation.
Rooted trees of arbitrary size can be defined in terms of rooted subtrees on three leaves; see Semple and Steel [2003] for numerous results on this aspect. For any tree on three leaves a, b, c, there are only three possible binary shapes, denoted a|bc (respectively, b|ac, respectively, c|ab), depending on their innermost grouping of two leaves (bc, respectively, ac, respectively, ab) . These trees are called rooted triples. Alternatively the tree can be a fan, also called a star-tree on 3 leaves, namely composed of a unique internal node connected to the three leaves. A fan is denoted {a, b, c}. Let T be a tree on more than three leaves, for any subset {a, b, c} of leaves in T , T |{a, b, c} is either a rooted triple or a fan. We define rt(T ) (respectively, f (T )) as the set of rooted triples (respectively, fans) induced by the 3-leaf subsets of leaves in T . Given a collection T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k } of trees with leaf set L, a set {a, b, c} ⊆ L is a hard conflict between T whenever ∃T i , T j ∈ T such that a|bc ∈ rt(T i ) and b|ac ∈ rt(T j ). The set {a, b, c} is a soft conflict between (trees of) T whenever a|bc ∈ rt(T i ) and {a, b, c} ∈ f (T j ) (see Figure 1) . Given a set of conflicts C, let L(C) denote the leaves appearing in C. Given a collection T with conflicts, define an hs-peacemaker to be any set C of disjoint hard and soft conflicts between T such that T |(L − L(C)) is a collection of isomorphic trees. Similarly, define an h-peacemaker of T to be any set C of disjoint hard conflicts between T such that T |(L − L(C)) is a collection of compatible trees. In other words, removing L(C) from the input trees removes all conflicts between them, according to compatibility (respectively isomorphism).
A 3-approximation T for CMAST is an agreement subtree of
where L opt is the set of leaves of a maximum agreement subtree of T . Likewise, a 3-approximation for CMCT is a tree T compatible with
The hs-peacemakers, (respectively, hpeacemakers) play an important role in finding a 3-approximation for CMAST (respectively, CMCT). 
3
. An O(n 2 + kn)-Time 3-Approximation Algorithm for CMCT
Let T be a collection of k trees whose leaves are mapped to a common set L of n labels. Given a node u in a tree, the set L(u) of leaves in the subtree rooted at u is called a cluster. The set of clusters of a tree T is denoted Cl(T ). The following observation states the relationship between clusters and rooted triples. Remark 3.1. Let , , be three distinct leaves of a rooted tree T . Then,
LEMMA 3.2. T is a compatible collection if and only if there is a minimum refinement T of T . Moreover r t(T ) = T i ∈T rt(T i ).
PROOF. ⇐ Directly follows from definition of a compatible collection. ⇒ Assume T is compatible and let T be a minimal refinement of T (i.e., for any refinement T of T , T is not a refinement of T ). By the definition of a refinement, Cl(T i ) ⊆ Cl(T ) for any T i ∈ T . Also, by Remark 3.1, we have rt(T i ) ⊆ rt(T ) for all T i ∈ T and thus
Assume the inclusion is proper. Then there is a triple | ∈ rt(T ) such that for any
is a cluster of all T i 's (they all have the same set of leaves as T ), v is not the root of T. Let T be the tree obtained from T by collapsing the edge between v and its parent. Thereby, T refines T and for all
T is a refinement of every tree in T . This is in contradiction with the minimality of T. So we prove that, unless (1) is an equality, the tree T is not a minimal refinement of T . Moreover, the equality shows the unicity of a minimal refinement: In other words, T is a minimum refinement.
Note that if T is compatible, a minimum refinement of T is a solution to MCT as L(T ) = L.
Such a minimum refinement can be obtained by first computing a minimum refinement of two trees T 1 , T 2 ∈ T , and then repeating this operation between the current refinement and each other input tree taken successively (k − 2 additional runs). If T is not compatible, then Lemma 2.3 can be applied. Given two trees, Berry and Nicolas [2009] give an O(n)-time algorithm called FindRefinement-or-Conflict that either returns a minimum refinement of the trees (when they are compatible), or otherwise identifies a hard conflict C between the trees. Thus, from Lemma 2.3(ii), the procedure sketched previously can be adapted to obtain a 3-approximation of CMCT for a collection T , whether T is compatible or not. Apply Find-Refinement-or-Conflict to a pair {T 1 , T 2 } ⊆ T to obtain either a minimum refinement T or a hard conflict C. In the latter case, remove C from all input trees and iterate with the same trees. In the former case, iterate with T and another input tree from T . When T has been entirely processed, O(k + n) calls to Find-Refinement-or-Conflict have been issued, and the set C of all removed conflicts is an h-peacemaker of T . Hence, we have the following. THEOREM 3.3. The CMCT problem for a collection of k rooted trees on an n-leaf set can be 3-approximated in O(n 2 + kn) time.
PROOF. The time complexity is obvious from the earlier discussion. Let us prove the correctness of the described algorithm. Assume a set of disjoint conflicts has been removed so that {T 1 , T 2 } ⊆ T is a pair of compatible trees and let T be their minimum refinement and T be the collection of trees (T \ {T 1 , T 2 }) ∪ {T }. From Lemma 3.2, rt(T ) = rt(T 1 ) ∪ rt(T 2 ), which implies that the trees of the collection T induce as a whole the same set of rooted triples as those of T . In other words, any conflict of T is a conflict of T and vice versa. Thereby a solution to the CMCT problem on T is a solution to CMCT on T . As the conflicts removed all along the process are disjoint, this procedure actually computes an h-peacemaker. By Lemma 2.3(ii), it provides a 3-approximation for CMCT.
A Linear-Time 3-Approximation Algorithm for CMAST
First consider collections T = {T 1 , T 2 } of two trees on a leaf set L. As for MCT, Lemma 2.3 guides the computation of a 3-approximation of CMAST.
Though the definition of a maximum agreement subtree is independent of any order on the children of nodes in the input trees, considering the input trees as ordered enables us to efficiently compute an approximation of CMAST. Fixing an arbitrary order on the children of every node u of T 2 uniquely defines a left-right order π 2 on the leaves L. Definition 4.1. A subset S of L is an interval of π 2 whenever the elements of S occur consecutively in π 2 .
Note that the cluster L(v) corresponding to a node v of T 2 is an interval of π 2 . Remark that T 1 is isomorphic to T 2 if and only if each node u of T 1 defines an interval L(u) in π 2 and the intervals defined by the nodes of T 1 are the same as the intervals defined by that of T 2 . Thus, considering the order π 2 on the leaves L induced by T 2 , we can compute an agreement subtree of T 1 and T 2 in two steps.
(1) Identify a set C of disjoint conflicts such that removing L(C) from the trees ensures that nodes
Together, these two steps identify an hs-peacemaker of {T 1 , T 2 }, namely a set of leaves whose removal leads to obtain an agreement subtree of {T 1 , T 2 }. Given a collection T of k > 2 trees, applying these two steps to the first two input trees then to the obtained agreement subtree and the other input trees successively, enables us to obtain an agreement subtree for T that 3-approximates CMAST (as the conflicts removed during the process form an hs-peacemaker of T ). The approximation result is stated in Section 4.3.
ENSURING THAT NODES OF
The aim of the first step is to remove a set C of disjoint conflicts so that for any node u of
Before describing the algorithm, let us introduce some definitions and properties. PROOF. Note that a < π 2 b < π 2 c only allows ab|c ∈ rt(T 2 ), cb|a ∈ rt(T 2 ) or {a, b, c} ∈ f (T 2 ). In all cases, this conflicts with ac|b ∈ rt(T 1 ).
For any node u of T 1 or T 2 , let m π 2 (u) and M π 2 (u) be, respectively, the smallest and largest leaf of L(u) according to π 2 . (In the example of Figure 2 , m π (u) = 1 and 
Thus Lemma 4.2 applies on the set {prev π 2 (x, u), x, next π 2 (x, u)}.
Algorithm 1 details in pseudocode how a set of disjoint conflicts C is identified using this result. For the sake of simplicity the parameters of the algorithm are stated to be a tree T (instead of T 1 ) and an order π (instead of π 2 ). Algorithm 1 searches the tree T in postorder, so that the children of a node u are already known to be intervals of π|L − L(C) when u is processed. A list I of disjoint intervals of L is maintained sorted according to π. Each interval I in I corresponds to a processed node whose parent has not yet been processed. Given an interval I ∈ I, the corresponding node u in T is identified by a pointer node(I ). Conversely, a pointer I (u) indicates the interval in I associated with some processed node u. I is initially composed of unit intervals ({1}, . . . , {n}) corresponding to leaves of T . The function precInt I (I ) (respectively, nextInt I (I )) used in the pseudocode returns the interval in I preceding (respectively, following) I . Processing a node u consists in ensuring that the intervals defined by its children are consecutive in π 2 |L − L(C), so that u itself corresponds to an interval. While processing u, if Algorithm 1 finds in I three intervals J < π I < π J such that node(J ) and node(J ) are children of u but not node(I ), then obviously L(u) is not currently an interval. Then conflicts can be identified (according to Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.3). To handle these conflicts, the algorithm calls a specific routine named RemoveConflict. This routine iteratively deletes triples of leaves a ∈ J , b ∈ I and c ∈ J (which are conflicts according to Corollary 4.3) until one of the three intervals becomes empty. Finally, when no more such intervals J, I, J can be found, then u is an interval in π|L − L(C) and the set of intervals of the children of u are merged into a single one, namely I (u), which indicates the so-far preserved leaves of u.
We now describe in more detail the RemoveConflict procedure which returns a set of conflicts and that is also allowed to update the intervals denoted by I l and I r . The two possible calls to this procedure, namely RemoveConflict(I (c), I, I l ) and RemoveConflict(I r , I, I (c)), are issued in the while loop of Algorithm 1 (respectively in line 4 and in line 5). Next we describe the behavior of the RemoveConflict procedure in the context of the first call (the second one being processed symmetrically). The procedure receives as input three intervals of I such that I (c) < π I < π I l and I is the interval preceding I l in I. As already mentioned, the procedure removes triples a ∈ I (c), b ∈ I, c ∈ I l until one of the three intervals becomes empty (note that several of them may be simultaneously empty). Whenever I (c) or I becomes empty, it is readily removed from I in O(1) time. The crux is when I l becomes empty and the procedure has to update it, as also potentially I r (recall it is allowed to do such updates). When I l becomes empty, it is removed from I, and I l is set to the following interval in I in the case I l was different from I r . The most involved case is when I l = I r and I l is removed. In such a case, if u still has at least another child (not yet removed) then the procedure extracts a new child c of u from L(c) and sets I l = I r = I (c) (as in line 3). In the other subcase where u has no more child (i.e., all leaves in L(u) are now in conflicts of C), then the procedure sets I l = I r = ∅ and returns, which ends the current iteration of the for loop of line 2.
The following remark states that removing leaves in T when processing a node u does not put into question the previous processing of nodes in the subtree S(u).
Remark 4.4. Let T be a tree with leaf set L and u a node of T such that L(u) is an interval in some order π on L, then for any set S ⊆ L(u), L(u) − S defines an interval in π|L − S.
The correctness of Algorithm 1 follows from the following invariants.
INVARIANT 4.5. The set C always contains disjoint 3-leaf subsets C of L such that C is a conflict between T and any tree T 2 such that π 2 = π. PROOF. C is initially empty, so the invariant is initially correct. C grows by addition of 3-leaf sets returned by the procedure RemoveConflict in line 4 and line 5. From the previous description of this procedure, it must be clear that any such set is composed of leaves in intervals of I, namely of leaves in L − L(C). Thus, any 3-leaf set added to C is disjoint from sets already in C. Moreover, the sets {a, b, c} returned by the procedure are such that a ∈ I (c), b ∈ I, c ∈ I l (with I (c) < π I < π I l ), or a ∈ I r , b ∈ I, c ∈ I (c) (with I r < π I < π I (c)), where I (c), I l , I r contain only leaves in L(u), b / ∈ L(u). Thus, ac|b ∈ rt(T ) while a < π b < π c or c < π b < π a and Lemma 4.2 applies to show that {a, b, c} is a conflict between T = T 1 and any tree T 2 such that π 2 = π.
INVARIANT 4.6. When a node u of T has just been processed, any interval of the list I contains the leaf set L(u) of some node u of T that is an interval in π |(L − L(C)).
PROOF. Initially, the invariant holds because I is initialized with unitary intervals corresponding to the leaf-nodes of T (line 1), and these nodes are trivial intervals. Assume by induction that the invariant holds before an internal node u is processed. Because nodes are processed in postorder, u's children have already been processed and therefore are intervals in π|(L − L(C)).
Let c be a child of u currently examined and I (c) the corresponding interval. Assume there is an interval I such that I (c) < π I < π I l (or equivalently I r < π I < π I (c)) such that node(I ) is not a child of u. In that case, repeated calls to RemoveConflict are performed until the intervals corresponding to remaining children of u occur consecutively in I. Indeed, each call to RemoveConflict removes a complete interval of I and, if needed, updates I l and I r such that the leaves of the already examined children of u that remain form an interval in π |L − L(C). Since consecutive intervals in I cover consecutive elements in L − L(C) (see Figure 2) , it follows that u is now an interval in π |L − L(C). 
PROOF. Let C be the set of conflicts identified before a node u of T is processed. When processing u, Algorithm 1 removes a set C(u) of conflicting triples such that 
ENSURING THAT NODES OF T 1 AND T 2 DEFINE IDENTICAL INTERVALS.
From the previous subsection, we can reduce in linear time the agreement subtree problem for {T 1 , T 2 } (with leaf set L) to the particular case where L(u) is an interval of π 2 for any node u of T 1 . But T 1 and T 2 may still host conflicting triples due to the fact that their nodes can define different intervals. For example, the first interval in T 1 can be {1, 2} while the first interval in T 2 is {1, 2, 3}, in which case {1, 2, 3} is a conflict between the two trees.
For any subtree S(u) induced by a node u of a tree T , let its set of rooted triples be
and its set of fans be
Note that if r is the root node of tree T , then rt(r ) = rt(T ) and f (r ) = f (T ).
Definition 4.9. Define a node u in tree T 1 to be valid with respect to tree T 2 if both rt(u) ⊆ rt(T 2 ) and f (u) ⊆ f (T 2 ) hold.
It should be noticed that the validity of a node is an invariant property under leaf removal (because of Remark 4.4). 
By definition of l 1 , l 2 , and l, {l, l 1 , l 2 } ∈ f (T 2 ) while l|l 1 , l 2 ∈ rt(u): contradiction with rt(u) ⊆ rt(T 2 ). It follows that if v has more than two children then for any child (u) . Assume now v 1 and v 2 are the only children of v. Assume also without loss of generality that there is l ∈ L(v 1 ) \ L(u). Then the rooted triple l 1 l|l 2 belongs to rt(T 2 ), while l 1 l 2 |l ∈ rt(u), which is in contradiction
Thus, if all nodes of T 1 are valid with respect to T 2 then these trees are isomorphic (both trees have the same leaf set). The second filtering step aims to remove disjoint conflicting triples C so that any node of T 1 |(L − L(C)) becomes valid with respect to T 2 |(L − L(C)). As a consequence of the next lemma, we will show that the set C can be identified by a postorder search of T 1 . Given a node u, let p(m(u)) be the leaf preceding m(u) in π 2 if it exists. Similarly let s(M(u)) be the leaf following M(u) π 2 if it exists. On the example of Figure 2, p(m(u) ) is not defined (there is no leaf smaller than 1) while, assuming that the leaf 28 still exists (even if not drawn on the figure), s(M(u)) = 28. LEMMA 4.11. Assuming any node u of T 1 defines an interval L(u) in π 2 , a node u of T 1 whose children are all valid with respect to T 2 , is also valid with respect to T 2 if both:
PROOF. Let us prove that (i) implies rt(u) ⊆ rt(T 2 ) and that (ii) implies f (u) ⊆ f (T 2 ). Thus, if both conditions hold then u is valid. L(u) . Notice that any rooted triple l 1 |l 2 l 3 of the first kind belongs to rt(c i ) for some child c i of u. As by assumption c i is valid, l 1 |l 2 l 3 ∈ rt(T 2 ). The other rooted triples l 1 |l 2 l 3 of rt(u)
PROOF. Let v be the lca of m(u) and
Similarly, the following claim holds. M(u) ). Thus, assumimg (i), for any l 1 / ∈ L(u) one of the two preceding claims applies to show l 1 |l 2 l 3 ∈ rt(T 2 ). Overall, this shows that (i) implies rt(u) ⊆ rt(T 2 ).
(ii) A fan {l 1 , l 2 , l 3 } ∈ L(u) is either a fan of some child c i of u (in which case it belongs by assumption to f (T 2 )) or l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 are respectively leaves of three distinct children of u. Thereby let us assume that u has at least three children,
CLAIM 4.14. If all children of u are leaves and
PROOF. By induction on the number d + (u) of children. It is obviously true for d + (u) = 3. Assume it holds for any value less than k. Let u be a node with k children l 1 . . . l k . By induction, any fan {l, l , l } ∈ f (u) such that l k / ∈ {l, l , l } belongs to f (T 2 ). Thus we only have to consider fans involving l k . Note that by assumption, {l k−2 , l k−1 , l k } ∈ f (u). Thus it remains to show that {l, l , l k } ∈ f (u) with l, l distinct from l k−2 , l k−1 belongs to f (T 2 ). As by induction, {l, l , l k−2 } ∈ f (T 2 ) and {l, l , l k−1 } ∈ f (T 2 ), the lca in T 2 of 23:14 V. BERRY ET AL.
any pair of leaves among {l, l , l k−1 , l k−2 } is the same node v. As by assump-
Now consider the more general case where children of u are not restricted to be leaves.
PROOF. By assumption, nodes c i , c i+1 , and c i+2 are valid. Thus by Lemma 4.10, there are three nodes v i , v i+1 , and
The two previous claims have for direct consequence that
This lemma directly gives rise to a simple algorithm (see pseudocode Algorithm 2) that identifies an agreement subtree of T 1 and T 2 by identifying a set C of disjoint conflicts between the trees. Nodes u of T 1 are processed in postorder so that u is processed knowing the validity of its children. In this case, the previous lemma states that only a small number of rooted triples and fans have to be tested to ensure the validity of u. In other words, O(|C(u)| + d + (u)) 3-leaf sets are examined when processing u, where C(u) denotes disjoint conflicts to remove from L, additionally to those previously removed, to ensure the validity of u. PROOF. We first prove that C contains disjoint conflicts between T 1 and T 2 . Because for any node u of T 1 L(u) is an interval of π 2 , we have
Thus, if any of these rooted triples is not in rt(T 2 ) then its three leaves are a conflict between T 1 and T 2 . Similarly, {m(c i ), m(c i+1 ), m(c i+2 )} ∈ f (T 1 ), thus if this 3-leaf set is not a fan of T 2 , then it is a conflict between the two trees. Thus, only 3-leaf sets representing conflicts between the trees are put in C. Moreover, each time a conflict is discovered, it involves 3 leaves currently in T 1 , and these leaves are then readily removed from the tree. Hence, they cannot belong to any conflict identified afterwards, which proves that the conflicts identified during Algorithm 2 are disjoint. Now, the fact that T 1 and T 2 are isomorphic when restricted to L − L(C) results from Lemma 2.1(ii) and Lemma 4.11. Indeed, when processing a node u and a conflict is encountered, its leaves can be removed from the trees without changing the pre-established validity of inner nodes of S(u). Moreover, when the algorithm stops after processing the root r 1 of T 1 , Lemma 4.11 guarantees that rt(r 1 ) = rt(T 1 ) ⊆ rt(T 2 ) and f (r 1 ) = f (T 1 ) ⊆ f (T 2 ). As T 1 and T 2 have the same leaf set, this implies in fact that f (T 1 ) = f (T 2 ) and rt(T 1 ) = rt(T 2 ), namely that the trees are isomorphic (from Lemma 2.2).
Concerning the complexity issue, when processing a node u, only O(d + (u) + |C(u)|) 3-leaf sets are examined, where C(u) denotes the conflicts encountered when specifically processing node u. Thus, processing the whole tree T 1 globally involves examining O(n) 3-leaf sets as
So the main issue is to maintain, for the current node u of T 1 , constant-time access to m(u) and M(u) under leaf removals. The leaves are stored in a doubly linked list L sorted according to π 2 . Initially each node u of T 1 is given two symmetric pointers toward m(u) and M(u) in L. These pointers are initialized only for leaf nodes and receive the null value for the other nodes. When a node u has been processed, it forwards its pointers m(u) and M(u) to its parent v in T 1 . Then, if needed, node v updates its own pointers m (v) and M(v) (e.g., m(v) 
Notice that now leaf m(u) does not point toward u anymore. Hence at any step, each leaf is associated to at most one node of T 1 . Assume a leaf l is removed and that for some node u, l = m(u) or l = M(u). Then if m(u) = M(u), u contains no more leaf in its subtree and the algorithm starts processing another node u of T 1 . Otherwise, m(u) (respectively, M(u) ) now points to the leaf following m(u) (respectively, preceding M(u) ) in L. Any of these operations costs constant time.
Finally, it is necessary to preprocess T 2 in O(n) time so that the least common ancestor of any two of its nodes is identified in O(1) [Harel and Tarjan 1984] . This allows to know in constant time whether a 3-leaf set is a fan or a rooted triple in T 2 . Note that leaves involved in conflicts need not really be removed from T 2 , as this does not change the lca of other leaves. Hence, dynamic lcas are not needed here.
Thus, running Algorithm 2 on two n-leaf trees costs O(n) time. PROOF. Computing an agreement subtree for a collection T of k trees is done by first computing an agreement subtree T of two trees T 1 , T 2 ∈ T , which requires one call to Algorithm 1 followed by one call to Algorithm 2. Then leaves of the conflicts identified between T 1 , T 2 are removed from all trees of the collection and another tree is chosen in T to be considered with T to obtain an agreement subtree. The process is iterated until all trees of T have been processed. The agreement subtree obtained at the last iteration is an agreement subtree of any tree considered in the process, that is, of any tree in the initial collection (as isomorphism is invariant under leaf removal; see Lemma 2.1).
Overall, k − 1 calls to Algorithms 1 and 2 are performed, requiring O(kn) total time, and disjoint conflicts are globally identified. Together, these conflicts form an hs-peacemaker of T , hence the last agreement subtree is a 3-approximation for CMAST on T (from Lemma 2.3(i)).
Discussion
In this article we have presented algorithms for MAST and MCT which are 3-approximations and whose complexity is linear. Let us discuss these two aspects on the MAST problem.
Approximation ratio. It is often the case that the theoretical approximation ratio of an algorithm differs significantly from the practical approximation ratio observed on real instances. Indeed, the theoretical ratio is a worst-case upper bound. Let us briefly report on the results obtained from real instances for MAST. Let s opt = |T opt | n be the relative size of an optimal tree T opt . We mainly compare the practical ratio of our algorithm with respect to the s opt value, averaged over a large (several hundreds) number of instances. Two kinds of simulations were conducted, first on two random trees, then on k > 2 trees inferred by phylogenetic software from simulated nucleotide datasets (see Guindon and Gascuel [2003] for a precise protocol). The former trees contained 15 leaves, while the latter contained 24 leaves. On both kinds of simulations, the results clearly indicate that the practical ratio improves when s opt decreases. In other words, for a fixed n, the ratio decreases when k grows and when the conditions considered for obtaining the input trees become more difficult (e.g., shorter sequences, more heterogeneous evolutionary rates between edges of the model tree). Moreover we also observed that for two trees (and most likely for a fixed k > 2), increasing n leads to decrease both sopt and the practical ratio. This behavior is in accordance with the result of Bryant et al. [1983] showing that the expected size of an optimal tree for MAST on two random input trees is in O( √ n). Thus, s opt = O( √ n n ) tends to 0 as n increases. Over all experiments, average absolute values observed for the practical ratio are the following: 1.5 on two random trees; 2.74 on phylogenetic trees inferred from sequences of 5000 nucleotides; and 1.54 when resorting to sequences of 100 nucleotides.
